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The first book in a new series by the multimillion-copy bestselling author of Conversations with God.

Neale Donald Walsch has changed the way millions of Americans think about God. His Conversations with God
series, book 1, book 2, and book 3, have all been New York Times bestsellers- book 1 for over two years.

The essence of Neale Donald Walsch's message lies at the heart of faith- the sacred place in every person, where he

stands alone with his God. Walsch urges each of us to forge our own unique relationship with God, a God who is

everywhere and speaks to us in all we do. It is up to us to stop and listen. It is up to us to respond...to begin the

conversation. And a conversation is the first step, just as in any relationship, in establishing trust, in building

friendship, in creating communion.

In Friendship with God, Neale Donald Walsch shares the next part of his journey, and leads us to deepen and

strengthen our own bonds with God. He honors our heart's desire: a closer connection, richer and fuller. A friendship

with God.
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Neale Donald Walsch grew up fearing God, especially after his mother, a neighborhood mystic, was caught reading

cards for a friend. His mother was "trafficking with the devil," according to Walsch's deeply religious aunt, and as a

result, "God will send her straight to hell."
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That was the start of a relationship born of "fearship," as Walsch calls it. In Friendship with God, Walsh speaks to the

struggles he's had learning to see God as a true friend rather than a punishing judge. Like his immensely popular

Conversations with God series, Friendship with God is written mostly in dialogue format, modeling how anyone can

converse with God. What makes the book especially accessible is Walsh's humble voice that gently addresses most

people's confusion and doubts. For example, Walsh talks about feeling squeamish that God knows the shameful

secrets of his life. In response, God points out that Walsh has shared his dark secrets with friends and lovers. So why

not share these truths with God, who has never judged or punished him, and never will? These types of tender and

reassuring conversations give readers the courage to begin their own private dialogues with the divine. --Gail
Hudson
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